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Die Tagespresse Key Insights

Intellyo © 2015-2017

Key observations
Die Tagespresse is currently
underperforming online – with less monthly
visitors to its website than its direct
competitors.
As a result, there is significant room for
improvement in:
•
•
•
•

Technical website performance
Referring links
Keyword optimization for organic search
traffic
Social channel use
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Opportunities discovered
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Die Tagespresse’s potential growth by using Intellyo
Opportunity

Effort

Result

Extra monthly
visits

800,000

+50K
+30K

600,000

Focusing on
Facebook as
only social
platform

Low

Optimizing on
new keywords

Low Moderate

New users on site

Earning new
backlinks for
dietagespresse.
com

Moderate

Lower possibility of
getting a penalty,
higher Domain
Authority

Technical SEO
fixes

Low Moderate

Half the site’s loading
speed

Higher focus which
results better social
results in the end

+10K

1,000
400,000
Average

Average

Average

40,000

Apr '17

May '17

Jun '17

200,000

3,000

8,000

0

Sept '16

Oct '16

Nov '16

Dec '16

Jan '17

Febr '17

Mar '17

25% potential increase in less than 3 months
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Research method / disclaimer
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Intellyo uses data about your competitors, industry, influencers, and audience to show which techniques will best enable
you to connect with audiences online. We combine the power of the machine with the creativity of the human, resulting in
heightened quality and process efficiency.
Disclaimer: This report is to show you the possibilities of Intellyo, and is therefore based on preliminary data. A full
positioning report to utilize your full potential requires a quality interview and in-depth analysis.

Contact us for full details.
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CORE DATA ABOUT
DIE TAGESPRESSE
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Die Tagespresse Key Insights
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Key information about Die Tagespresse and
its direct competitors - Der Postillon, The
Onion, De Speld, and El Mundo Today.
See how many people are visiting your site
and your competitors’ - plus how they get
there, where Die Tagespresse excels - and
where it has room to improve.
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Geocoding of backlinks
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As the image on the right highlights, Die
Tagespresse and its competitors have the
most incoming backlinks originating from
Europe, Western and Central Europe in
particular.
As the U.S. has great backlink opportunities
due to many American websites with huge
traffic, it would be worth consideration for Die
Tagespresse to start building backlinks in this
unexploited area.
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Die Tagespresse has consistently underperformed its
competitors in monthly site visits over the past 6 months
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Monthly visits in between competitors
16,000,000

12,000,000

8,000,000

4,000,000

0
September '16

October '16

Die Tagespresse
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November '16

Der Postillon

December '16

The Onion

January '17

De Speld

February '17

El Mundo Today
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Traffic source shares by competitors
direct
Die Tagespresse

referrals

search

6% 7% 7%

34%

The Onion

30%

4% 11% 10%

De Speld

31%

5%

El Mundo Today

0%

24%

15%

45%
45%

2%

46%

4% 10% 6%

25%

social

46%

8% 5% 1%

42%

Der Postillon

mail & display

56%

50%

75%

100%

Although direct and referral traffic still play a big role in promoting online news, social traffic has taken over
the most significant role and became the most important and successful online method of bringing people to
Die Tagespresse and its competitors.
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Die Tagespresse’s traffic sources are similar to
those of its direct competitors

50%

37.5%
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Die Tagespresse’s traffic source share comparison with
industrial traffic shares
49%

34.9%

25%

9.7%

12.5%

5.7%
0%

5%

36%

6.4%

7.5%

49.4%

6%

direct

referrals

search

social

mail

Weighted Average
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2%
1%
display

Die Tagespresse
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The Die Tagespresse site is currently performing on
average when it comes to retaining visitors.
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Die
Tagespresse

Der Postillon

The Onion

Pages per visit

2.1

1.6

Average visit
duration

0:01:14

Bounce rate

64%
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De Speld

El Mundo
Today

Weighted
average

3.4

2.9

1.7

2.6

0:01:06

0:01:40

0:01:34

0:01:05

00:01:25

77%

56%

47%

78%

64%
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What’s next
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Die Tagespresse’s monthly traffic numbers are
currently weak in comparison with its competitors,
with a successful paid search component, and
good use of direct and search traffic.
To improve, we will help you:
Boost your website performance with just a few simple
steps
Make smarter use of organic search terms for better
Google rankings.
Increase the number and quality of links you’re
receiving from other sites.
Steps for achieving this can be found in the following
slides, or contact us to discuss full strategic guidelines
in our Content Strategy package.
13
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AUDIENCE
Cover
BREAKDOWN
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Audience breakdown
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Understanding who your audience is and what
makes them tick is an essential part of successful
online content and marketing strategy.
How should you use this information?
Select topics for articles and social posts that
connect with the things that they care about –
increasing your engagement rates.
Make smart choices about distribution – pick the
channels your audience will check, and make
sure your content is accessible to the right
people at the right time.
Understand the narratives and values that they
care about the most.
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Audience breakdown
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The majority of people interacting with
online news are educated, with a relatively
high yearly salary, while the age group
varies among providers.
Gender
• Men make up a large part of Die Tagespresse’s
audience – and this trend is the same for other
news providers
Education
• Most users are educated to at least graduate school
level
Browsing location
• People primarily visit online news sites while they are
at work
Age
• An older age group is represented by Die
Tagespresse’s audience compared to other online
news sites who attract a younger audience
Income
• €30-100 000 is the most represented income bracket
Children
• Most users do not have children
strictly confidential
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Audience breakdown

Travel > Tourism

News And Media

Business And Industry >
Marketing And Advertising

Shopping

Users are also interested in jobs & business, sport &
activities and events – while the most common
associated browsing topics are news and online
media.
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What’s next?
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Creating content that is relevant to younger,
single audiences will boost engagement with
your posts – while topics relating to family or
later life will have more limited reach. Plan
articles and social posts with your audience’s
interests and concerns in mind.
Additionally, content formatting and distribution
should be optimized for the short browsing
times associated with viewing content at work,
and should take into account the other brands
and content sources that your audience
interacts with.
Similarly, subject matter that overlaps with
business and industry topics should be utilized
to appeal to the audience’s existing interests.
strictly confidential
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SOCIAL MEDIA
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Social media
Why is Social Media important to your business?
It can help you to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be discovered
Build credibility
Engage with your target market
It’s low cost marketing
Increase your online footprint
Build community

Did we note: “It’s where the people are”
1 OUT OF EVERY 8 MINUTES
ONLINE IS SPENT ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
strictly confidential
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Social Media Marketing

49.44% of Die Tagespresse’s traffic is
from social

49% of industry traffic is from social
76%

Facebook

13.1%

Reddit

93.38%

Facebook

Twitter

4.35%

Twitter

9.7%

Reddit

2.21%

Other*

8%

Other*

0.06%

0%

20%

40%

60%

*Other channels among competitors are: Google+; Stumbleuppon;
YouTube; Gutefrage.net; WhatsApp Webapp and taringa.net

80%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

*Die Tagespresse receives traffic also from Google+ and gutefrage.net

Although, Die Tagespresse performs well on social media and receives a significant
traffic share from Facebook, Der Postillon or The Onion perform about 10x better in terms
of social traffic numbers. This suggests that for Die Tagespresse social media is already
a successful platform which could be used to improve traffic on the website.
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Social Media Marketing
Number of Facebook followers in 2016
Die Tagespresse

Der Postillon

The Onion

De Speld

El Mundo Today

,000,000

,500,000

,000,000

,500,000

0

Jan '16

Apr '16

Maj '16

Aug '16

Sep '16

Dec '16

Die Tagespresse is successfully increasing its follower base on Facebook. However, it
has a significantly lower traffic on its Facebook page than some of its competitors. The
most successful acquisition strategy is currently being used by The Onion followed by
Der Postillon.
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Social Media Engagement
Facebook engagement in 2016
Die Tagespresse

Der Postillon

The Onion

De Speld

El Mundo Today

0.001

0.001

0.001

0

0

Jan '16

Apr '16

Maj '16

Weeks

Aug '16

Sep '16

Dec '16

Die Tagespresse has a high level on engagement on it’s Facebook site in
comparison with the competitors which is great news: by increasing the Facebook
page’s traffic, Die Tagespresse can engage more people with the posts.
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Social Media Marketing
Number of Facebook post likes in 2016
Die Tagespresse

Der Postillon

The Onion

De Speld

El Mundo Today

1400000

1050000

700000

350000

0

Jan '16

Apr '16

Maj '16

Weeks

Aug '16

Sep '16

Dec '16

Die Tagespresse significantly underperforms its competitors when it comes to
Facebook page traffic. The Onion is operating successful organic visitor acquisition
strategies – getting users interested in their page without paying too much to do it.
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Social Media Marketing key takeaway

Most popular post type
Link

Most popular post length (characters)
25-50

Most popular day
Wednesday

Most popular time (UTC)
8:00AM

Breakdown of the most popular posting strategies within your industry
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What’s next?
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Social media is the most important resource within
the online news industry – with some of the major
providers achieving great results.
However, with more and more brand interaction
taking place online, Die Tagespresse can benefit
from analyzing the successful social acquisition
strategies of The Onion and Der Postillon.
Most attention should be paid to Facebook
strategy, as this is the most popular platform
amongst users by a significant margin. Following
our recommended posting guidelines will help to
improve your performance – or contact us to
upgrade to our Social Media in depth Research
package for full social strategy guidelines.
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SEARCH ENGINES
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Paid vs. Organic traffic
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Search results can be divided into paid (where an organization pays to feature their website on
the front page of google search results) and unpaid, or organic.
Organic search results are achieved by creating a website that Google recognizes as high
quality and relevant to search terms.
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Paid vs. Organic traffic
Share of organic and paid search traffic in the industry
100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

The Onion

De Speld

El Mundo Today

75%

50%

25%

0%
Die Tagespresse Der Postillon

organic search

paid search

Die Tagespresse and it competitors receive search traffic which is 100%
organic and none of them pays for keywords. In order to gain competitive
advantage Die Tagespresse should optimized by SEO solutions to rank better
for certain keywords.
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What’s next?
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As all the search traffic is organic among Die
Tagespresse and its competitors, the company
could benefit from improving its keyword and SEO
strategy.
As a result, we will look more closely in this report
at organic search results and how they can be
improved.
For further information on how to capitalize on the
potential of paid search, contact us for more
information on our Paid Search Audit service.
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What is SEO?
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What is Search Engine Optimization?
SEO is what determines whether or not people see your website when they search for something on
Google. It comprises three parts – on-page, off-page, and technical.
With almost 8% of Die Tagespresse’s traffic coming from people’s searches, great SEO is an essential
part of your marketing strategy.
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Search Engine Optimization
Technical SEO

How easily your site can be
indexed.

On-page SEO

strictly confidential

How relevant your content is
and how your site performs
for different keywords.

How credible your site is for
others. How many
references you have from
others.

Off-page SEO

32

On-page SEO
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On-page SEO is the practice of optimizing
individual web pages in order to appear higher up
the list of results when someone enters a relevant
term into a search engine like Google.
On-page SEO refers to SEO practices that can be
applied to the content and the HTML source code
of your site – both of which can be optimized for
better performance.
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On-page SEO

The five keywords that Die Tagespresse is currently ranking highest for are Tagespresse, Die
Tagespresse, elitepartner, Van der Bellen, and nackte Frauen. Combined, these equal more than
the half of the organization’s organic search traffic.
Keyword

Share of search traffic

tagespresse

30.87%

die tagespresse

25.17%

elitepartner

9%

van der bellen

2.81%

nackte frauen

2.11%

It is worth noting that two of these five terms feature the ‘Die Tagespresse’ name – indicating that
investing more resources in ranking for non-branded industry search terms could help to reach
new audiences.
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On-page SEO
Number of organic keywords on a given rank
in Google Search
Die Tagespresse

Der Postillon

De Speld

Number of ranking
keywords

7000
5250
3500
1750
0
1-3

4-10

11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100
Organic Google Search position

Die Tagespresse currently does not feature strongly in Google search results. It has a low
presence in the top 10 with only 96 keywords compared to 697 for Der Postillon and over 1200
for De Speld. Given that studies show that 91% of people never go past the first page of results
when they do a Google search, strengthen Die Tagespresse’s position in the top 10 is an
excellent opportunity to get great results from minimal creative input.
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On-page SEO
Keyword optimisation

Monthly search
volume in Google

Difficulty score (1-100)

Potential monthly
visits*

tim wiese

135,000

41.6

5,400

jogi löw

201,000

44

8,000

manuel neuer

301,000

46.6

12,000

jochen schweizer

368,000

51.2

14,700

*with a potential 4% CTR

The four keywords that our research tells us Die Tagespresse would benefit most from
ranking for. Want to know more? Our On-page SEO Research plan gives you full access
to an extensive list of keyword suggestions.
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What’s next?
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Die Tagespresse will see great results by
optimizing more pages for industry search terms.
As part of our full research package, we’ll help you
do this
- identifying high value, low difficulty keywords,
and improving SEO on pages that are currently
ranking on Google, but do not feature in Google’s
top 10 search results.
Our promise: These short term improvements
will increase the traffic to Die Tagespresse’s
website by as much as 20% in less than 3
months.
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Off-page SEO
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Off-page SEO refers to techniques that can be
used to improve the position of your web site in
search engine results– without directly altering
your copy.
While getting more links to your site (link building)
is a popular way of doing this, it is not the only
one. Get a full breakdown by signing up for our
Off-page SEO Research plan – just email us at
chr@intellyo.com
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Off-page SEO

Number of referring domains to Die Tagespresse’s site

What is a backlink?
A backlink is a link that
appears in another site’s
text, pointing their readers
to your page. This
endorsement is great in
many ways – for one, it
helps Google to know that
you’re producing good
content – and for another,
it helps you to capitalize
on the audiences already
visiting the site that has
linked to you.
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1,050

700
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Jul '13
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Jul '14
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Jul '15

Jan '16

Jul '16

Jan '17

Die Tagespresse has, more or less, a constant increase in its
number of backlinks. A slow down in growth could be seen on
the above chart due to the introduction of Google penalties or
the company’s PR and marketing strategy.
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Off-page SEO
Number of referring pages to Die Tagespresse’s site
70,000

52,500

35,000

17,500

0
Jul '15

Oct '15

Jan '16

Apr '16

Jul '16

Oct '16

Jan '17

Mar '17

Even though, Die Tagespresse’s backlink profile seems to be fine for the first
sight, number of referring pages are decreasing near Aug 2016, probably
after a penalty which belongs to Google’s Penguin algorithm which was
reflected in traffic numbers a couple of months later.
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Off-page SEO
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Die Tagespresse’s link profile is relatively healthy – but can easily be increased to
take advantage of high authority domains already linking to competitor sites.
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Off-page SEO
Backlink Opportunity

Domain Authority (1-100)

Comedy Central

92

Spiegel

91

heise online

90

Auswärtige Amt

87

The top four sites from our research outcomes – each perfectly placed to provide a high-value link to
Die Tagespresse’s site.
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What’s next?
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Getting links from external sites is a huge part of
successful off-page SEO, and improves the profile
of your company in Google.
Die Tagespresse has a good foundation for its link
profile, but can easily expand upon it by
identifying sites with an interest in the online news
industry and reaching out to them with relevant
content. Want to know more about who to reach
out to, and how to interest them? Our full research
package provides you with the full details.
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Technical SEO
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A well executed technical SEO audit helps you to
understand if your website meets the standards
required for modern Search Engines to list it, as
well as determining whether or not it is easy for
audiences to find and use.
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Technical SEO
Die
Tagespresse

Der Postillon

The Onion

De Speld

El Mundo
Today

Page Size

1.7 MB

4.92 MB

0.8 MB

4.6 MB

4.09 MB

Load Time in
Germany

4.52 sec

17.74 sec

17.37 sec

22.07 sec

26.79 sec

Site’s technical
performance

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

Die Tagespresse’s page size is small in comparison with its competitors’. However, loading time exceeds 4
seconds which results in losing about 27% of incoming search traffic, thus, this metric should be improved in
order to achieve a great technical performance and provide users a smooth experience.
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Technical SEO
Opportunity

Effort

Result

Add Expires headers

Small

High

Use cookie-free domains

Medium

High

Make Fewer HTTP requests

Medium

High

Minify JavaScript and CSS

Medium

High

These minor code changes can speed up of Die Tagespresse’s website loading time
– improving performance, and giving a positive boost to visitors’ experience of your
site.
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What’s next?
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Technical SEO improvements such as decreasing
page load times can mean the difference between
someone reading a page, and getting frustrated
and leaving it before they’ve read a word.
These suggestions, and the detailed process
guidelines available in our Full Research package,
will significantly improve the Die Tagespresse’s
site’s technical performance, and help you to
reach and retain a much higher percentage of
visitors.
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GET IN TOUCH!
We’d love to work with you. In order to get the
1-hour-long consultancy get in contact with us
at chr@intellyo.com

Christoph Richter
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Technical backup
slides
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Add Expires headers
Use cookie-free domains
Make fewer HTTP requests
Minify JavaScript and CSS
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Add Expires headers
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Expires headers tell the browser whether they should request a specific file from the
server or whether they should grab it from the browser's cache.
The whole idea behind Expires Headers is not only to reduce the load of downloads from the server (constantly downloading the same
file when it's unmodified is wasting precious load time) but rather to reduce the number of HTTP requests for the server.
Expires headers let the browser know whether to serve a cached version of the page.
•
•
•
•

Reduce server load
Increase page load time
Cost benefit ratio: high value
Access needed

There are 19 static components without a far-future expiration date on your website which could be
modified for a better performance.
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Use cookie-free domains
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Serve static content from a different domain to avoid unnecessary cookie traffic.
When the browser requests a static image and sends cookies with the request, the server ignores the cookies.
These cookies are unnecessary network traffic.
There are 24 components that are not cookie-free
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Logo_10-2014.png
http://dietagespresse.com/wp-includes/js/wp-emoji-release.min.js?ver=4.7.4
http://tagpress.oewabox.at/survey.js
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Kern_GIS-1024x564.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Veganes_Baby-1024x616.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/pressefoto_kurz_quer-copy-1024x597.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/milborn_baumgartner-1024x531.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Depositphotos_14781171_l-2015-1024x682.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20170328_PD1027.HR_-1024x606.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Depositphotos_106177312_l-2015-1024x625.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/integrationgelungen-1024x560.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/erdogan_referendum-1024x575.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/vuigas.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/maxresdefault-1024x577.jpg
http://tagespresse.dietagespresse.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/strachepraterdome-1024x566.jpg
http://medienhaus.nuggad.net/rc?nuggn=277779445&nuggsid=1548006774&nuggtg=&nuggrid=http%3A%2F%2Fdietagespresse.com%2F
http://qs.oewabox.at/?tagpress/RedCont/Nachrichten/Sonstiges/moewa/
http://tagpress.oewabox.at/blank.gif
http://ad8.adfarm1.adition.com/i
http://ad1.adfarm1.adition.com/s?
t=i4cYzaK&v=1&w=670742975&a=1&b=6&f=11&o=6&r=NaN&p=availWidth(184)pageWidth(1024)a(1)b(2)brs(1)ca(3)e(1)f(1)fb(3)g(4)ge(4)gp(1)h(2)hg(3)hsh(1)hsm(1)hss(1)hsy(1)hu(2)im(3)j(
3)k(7)km(3)kr(0)ku(3)l(1)mo(3)p(1)pa(3)pk(3)s(1)sa(3)t(1)ta(3)tt(3)ugr(4)uh(1)un(2)ur(3)uzo(4)vs(3)cgnd(0)cage(0)cfashi(0)csport(0&s=3450232
http://go.flx1.com/uid?anuid=9215040547220761278&t=&m=78&_rdnr=1
http://go.flx1.com/uid?anuid=9215040547220761278&t=gif&m=78&_nr=1
http://go.flx1.com/uid?pl=3&t=gif&m=78&_nr=1&google_gid=CAESEA17G29_Q2ZtNpBzh9gVVX8&google_cver=1
https://go.flx1.com/uid?pl=112&m=78&userid=50bc8f7a-d418-4317-ae32-7c567278f7da
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Make fewer HTTP requests
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Reduce HTTP requests through combined files and CSS sprites.

This page has 19 external Javascript scripts. Try combining them into one.
Decreasing the number of components on a page reduces the number of HTTP requests required to
render the page, resulting in faster page loads.
This page has 5 external stylesheets. Try combining them into one.
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Minify JavaScript and CSS
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Strip unnecessary characters from JavaScript and CSS to speed up download times.
There are 7 components that can be minified
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

inline <style> tag #2
inline <style> tag #3
inline <style> tag #4
inline <style> tag #6
inline <script> tag #1
inline <script> tag #9
inline <script> tag #10

Minification removes unnecessary characters from a file to reduce its size, thereby
improving load times. When a file is minified, comments and unneeded white space
characters (space, newline, and tab) are removed.
This improves response time since the size of the download files is reduced.
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